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Safe4R Technology Creating Instant Saftey Alert For Women World Wide
Safe4r College Girls & Families

Los Angeles, CA, 24.10.2022, 15:54 Time

USPA NEWS - Safe4R technology is creating the world's largest community aware, vigilant, assertive and reactive witnesses and
responders to help in the response to medical and other emergencies, as well as situations involving personal safety, both inside and
outside the home. 

Women and college girls all over the world can create an instant safety network among their friends and family. SAFE4R is in 13
languages. Missing persons and Abduction features can be activated and sent to a 50 mile radius. User can follow missing person
report anonymously. Users can share the reporting in their social media allowing mapping pin for each reported sighing.
Neighborhood watch can help warn warn others and get notifications about nearby medical or criminal hazards. All is recorded to the
Cloud and posted and into a feed around me. * 24/7 Mental Health Check In; A single button click connects the user to a 24/7
professional mental health crisis specialist. For users who are personally having a mental health crisis. For users who are with
someone having mental health crisis. Crimes, murders and human Trafficking numbers continue to grow in the world. nationwide very
15 minutes is a emergency medical situation.

> Safe4R is a community-based application to be activated in times of perceived emergency.
>Upon activation it immediately alerts law enforcement, medical help, all SAFE4R users within 1,500 feet radius and pre-selected
personal contacts.
>SAFE4R is about safety in numbers. Its about communities of ordinary people who become the eye, ears, reporters, and responders
for each other.
>Activate SAFE4R in any situation that makes you feel concerned about your well being.
>SAFE4R has agreements in place with a brand name insurance company and a brand name real estate company that reprints over 2
million potential users.  

  Eight Features of The SAFE4R APPILCANTION
1. CAN BE VOICE ACTIVATED
>A. Users Create their SAFE4R word or phrase to voice activate the app.
2. IMMEDIATE CONNECTS
>A. Law enforcement and medical and other SAFE4R users within 1,500 ft Preselected witnesses(ie buddies)
3. WITNESS NOTIFICATION
>A. When a SAFE4R alert is activated, all of the user's witnesses get a notification and can view and chat on the Live Video Feed
4. DYNAMIC ADDRESS TRACKING
>A. When a user activates their SAFER alert, the system will automatically provide exact location to all users.
5. CLOUD RECORDING
>A. All video and geo movements ae in real time recording to the cloud and available for the user to retieve and review
6. WELLNESS CHECK
>A. After a user has activated and then disconnected their SAFE4R alert, the user buddy must verify a wellness check.
7. WITNESS/BUDDY SYSTEM
>A. Users can select up to there witnesses to be their buddy; buddies can appear in a video-in-video to be with the user during any
alert activation
8. BLACK OUT
>A. Users can double tap their screen at any time and the screen will go dark. Though the device appears to be turned off all of the
features are still active.

The SAFE4R's Team goal is to make the world a safer place for you and your family and friends.  
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